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Bedrock Geology and Outcrop Fracture Trends in the 
Vicinity of the Savage Municipal Well Superfund Site, 
Milford, New Hampshire 

By William C. Burton and Philip T. Harte

Abstract 
The Savage Municipal Well Superfund site consists of an eastward-directed plume of volatile organic compounds, princi-

pally tetrachloroethylene (PCE), in alluvium and glacial sand and gravel in the Souhegan River valley, just south of the river and 
about 4 kilometers west of the town of Milford, N.H. Sampling of monitoring wells at the site has helped delineate the extent of 
the plume and has determined that some contaminant has migrated into the underlying crystalline bedrock, including bedrock 
north of the river within 200 meters of a nearby residential development that was constructed in 1999. Borehole geophysical 
logging has identified a northeast preferential trend for bedrock fractures, which may provide a pathway for the migration of 
contaminant under and north of the Souhegan River. The current study investigates the bedrock geologic setting for the site, 
including its position relative to known regional geologic structures, and compiles new strike and dip measurements of joints in 
exposed bedrock to determine if there are dominant trends in orientation similar to what was found in the boreholes. The site is 
located on the northwestern limb of a northeast-trending regional anticlinorium that is southeast of the Campbell Hill fault zone. 
The Campbell Hill fault zone defines the contact between granite and gneiss of the anticlinorium and granite and schist to the 
northwest and is locally marked by lenses of massive vein quartz, minor faults, and fracture zones that could potentially affect 
plume migration. The fault zone was apparently not intercepted by any of the boreholes that were drilled to delineate the con-
taminant plume and therefore passes to the north of the northernmost borehole in the vicinity of the new residential area. Joints 
measured in surface exposures indicate a strong preferred direction of strike to the north-northeast corroborating the borehole 
data and previous outcrop and geophysical studies. The north-northeast preferred direction matches the direction of elongation 
of the cone of depression formed during a pump test of the bedrock wells and could explain a potential pathway for the migra-
tion of contaminant north of the river.

Introduction 
A water supply well serving the town of Milford, N.H. (Savage Municipal Well, fig. 1), was discovered in 1983 to have 

unacceptable levels of volatile organic compounds (VOCs), principally tetrachloroethylene (PCE) (HMM Associates, Inc., 1989, 
1991). The contaminant formed an east-trending plume, roughly 1.75 kilometers (km) long and 1 km wide, in unconsolidated 
sand and gravel of the Souhegan River valley, upstream and west of the Milford town center (inset, fig. 1). The source was deter-
mined to be a cluster of small abandoned industrial sites about 4 km west of the town center and just south of the river (HMM 
Associates, Inc., 1989, 1991). The area of the plume was declared a Superfund site in 1991. A network of monitoring wells was 
installed, and pump-and-treat remediation began in the unconsolidated overburden. Monitoring and remediation activities con-
tinue today. Most wells that were drilled into the underlying fractured crystalline bedrock as part of the monitoring network were 
screened in the upper 50 ft (15 m) of bedrock while a few others were deep bedrock wells (Harte, 2006; Weston, Inc., 2012; 
some shown in fig. 1). Therefore, little information was available from the deep bedrock prior to more recent (2010) work.

The remediation has succeeded in reducing levels of contaminant in the sand and gravel aquifer of the Souhegan River 
valley but has not been as effective in the underlying bedrock aquifer. In recent years, rising levels of PCE have been found in 
the shallow bedrock (Weston, Inc., 2012), suggesting that the bedrock is a reservoir for contaminants. An additional concern 
is the fact that a new (constructed in 1999) residential development was built north of the river. Each residence has a bedrock 
well, and the increased drawdown of the bedrock aquifer may render these wells susceptible to contamination from the plume. 
Accordingly, starting in 2010, the monitoring network was expanded with the installation of additional wells, some north of the 
river, to depths of several hundred feet into bedrock. To date, no contamination has reached the monitoring wells nearest the new 
development, although contamination has been documented north of the river (Weston, Inc., 2012) (fig. 1). Because of the very 
low primary porosity of the igneous and metamorphic bedrock, contaminants must travel by open fractures; therefore, determi-
nation of bedrock fracture orientations is important to predicting possible paths of plume migration. 
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Previous Studies of Bedrock Fracture Trends at the Site and Surrounding Outcrops

A 1984 report by BCI Geonetics analyzed bedrock fractures and photolineaments near Milford as part of the initial assess-
ment of the hazardous waste site. BCI Geonetics measured 114 joints in bedrock at 7 stations and determined two subequal 
population peaks in azimuth: 22 to 27 degrees and 108 to 116 degrees (BCI Geonetics, 1984). In addition, subhorizontal joints 
were observed at all outcrops with sufficient vertical relief. Spacing of these joints was 1 to 2 feet (ft) near the surface. With 
increasing depth, the average spacing increased. In nearby quarries, open joints were observed to depths of 25 ft (BCI Geonetics, 
1984).

In a geophysical study of the site, Lieblich and others (1992) used four surface-geophysical methods to determine the pres-
ence and orientation of subsurface fractures: ground-penetrating radar, inductive terrain conductivity, direct-current resistivity, 
and seismic refraction. The latter three techniques produced data that could be interpreted in terms of bedrock fracture orienta-
tions and yielded northeastern, and to a lesser extent, northwestern trends. For direct-current resistivity, anisotropy in bedrock 
was most apparent at longer electrode spacings and produced north-northeast-trending peaks in apparent resistivity that may 
indicate dominant fracture sets in the underlying bedrock.

A more recent bedrock study at the contaminated site (Weston, Inc., 2012) included drilling and multi-tool borehole 
geophysical logging of a number of new bedrock boreholes to depths of as much as 495 ft below the bedrock surface (fig. 1). 
North-oriented, acoustic televiewer (ATV) and optical televiewer (OTV) logs yielded attitudes for every planar feature visible in 
the boreholes; OTV logs also recorded full-color images of bedrock with millimeter-scale resolution. The logs generally show a 
dominant north-northeastern trend in strike for fractures and other planar features, including foliation, with most planar features 
dipping moderately to steeply to the northwest (Weston, Inc., 2012).

Purpose of this Study

The purpose of this study is to identify spatial patterns of bedrock fractures and structural features in the vicinity of the 
Savage Municipal Well Superfund site. The data will be used in the ongoing development of conceptual and numerical models 
for contaminant transport and will help determine vulnerability of domestic bedrock wells in new residential areas north of the 
Souhegan River. The scope of activities includes the collection of bedrock structure and lithology data from naturally occurring 
outcrops and roadcuts in the area surrounding the Savage Municipal Well Superfund site, for purposes of comparison with previ-
ous outcrop data and the borehole and other geophysical data collected at the Superfund site. An azimuthal array direct-current 
resistivity survey was done to help identify fracture trends. All fieldwork was done within the northwestern part of the Milford, 
N.H., 7.5-minute quadrangle (fig. 2), within a 3-km radius of the site, and included classification of rock types by formation 
(map unit) and measurements of foliation, faults, and prominent joints and joint sets. Corroboration of the new data with the 
previous datasets mentioned above would strengthen any conclusions made about a dominant bedrock fracture trend and its pos-
sible role in contaminant transport. Also important to this study is the more accurate location of a prominent northeast-trending, 
steeply dipping fault, the Campbell Hill fault zone, which had previously been mapped in the region. The Campbell Hill fault 
zone may be a factor in contaminant transport near the new residential development.

Regional Geologic Setting of the Savage Municipal Well Superfund Site
The study site is directly underlain by alluvium and glacially derived sand and gravel of the Souhegan River valley that 

in turn overlie thin, discontinuous glacial till mantling bedrock (Harte, 2010). The highly permeable sand and gravel ranges 
in thickness from 50 to 130 ft and comprises the Milford-Souhegan glacial-drift aquifer (Harte, 2010; Harte and Mack, 1992; 
Weston, Inc., 2012). North and south of the valley, the landscape is dominated by abundant glacial deposits, including both till 
and glacial outwash, with relatively sparse bedrock outcrops (Koteff, 1970).

The bedrock geology of the region encompasses two plutonic or metaplutonic units, the Spaulding Tonalite of Devonian 
age and the informally named Milford granite of Permian age; a highly deformed Silurian metasedimentary unit named the 
Rangeley Formation; and a deformed, partially melted assemblage of layered metamorphic and igneous rocks (migmatite), 
known as the Massabesic Gneiss Complex (MGC), of Neoproterozoic to Permian age (Lyons and others, 1997; Dorais and 
others, 2012). The Spaulding Tonalite and the Rangeley Formation are widespread in south-central New Hampshire, and the 
MGC forms a belt about 10 km wide that extends about 45 km northeast of the study area. The Milford granite crops out within 
the Milford 7.5-minute quadrangle in the Damon Pond pluton (Dorais and others, 2012). Correlative granite occurs in quad-
rangles to the east and south in the Hollis pluton (Lyons and others, 1997). The Milford granite and the MGC occur south-
east of the Spaulding Tonalite and the Rangeley Formation and are separated from them by the Campbell Hill fault zone, a 
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northeast-trending, down-to-the-northwest normal fault according to Lyons and others (1997). The Campbell Hill fault zone cuts 
through most of southeastern New Hampshire and passes within 1 km of the Superfund site (Lyons and others, 1997).

Aleinikoff mapped the Milford 15-minute quadrangle as part of his Ph.D. thesis, which includes the study area, and dated 
the Milford granite at about 275 Ma (Permian) (Aleinikoff, 1978; Aleinikoff and others, 1979). Studies of the age and tectonic 
provenance of the MGC and its regional metamorphic history have been conducted by Dorais and others (2001, 2012) and have 
determined that the protolith of the MGC is Neoproterozoic in age (Dorais and others, 2012).

The most recent detailed bedrock mapping in the region prior to this study is a bedrock geologic map of the Pinardville 
7.5-minute quadrangle (Burton and Armstrong, 2013), which adjoins the Milford 7.5-minute quadrangle to the northeast. In the 
Pinardville quadrangle, the MGC is a complexly deformed package of layered metasedimentary and granitic gneisses with ages 
ranging from Neoproterozoic to Permian. Structurally, the MGC is at the core of the northeast-trending Massabesic anticlino-
rium of Lyons and others (1997). Foliation on the northwestern limb of the anticlinorium generally dips to the northwest, and 
foliation on its southeastern limb dips to the southeast. Northwest of the MGC, the Rangeley Formation consists of several 
tightly folded metasedimentary schist units that are intruded by Spaulding Tonalite, which is also deformed.

The Campbell Hill fault zone is mapped in the Pinardville quadrangle as a northeast-trending zone about 2 km wide within 
the belt of Rangeley Formation and Spaulding Tonalite, on the northwestern limb of the Massabesic anticlinorium. The fault 
zone is characterized by northeast-trending brittle faults, 1 to 3 km in length, that contain abundant quartz-hematite mineraliza-
tion and local breccia and gouge. Abundant slickensided surfaces along these faults indicate both down-to-the-northwest and 
left-lateral, strike-slip movement. The fault zone also contains distinctive lenses of vein quartz that are elongate in a northeastern 
direction and are up to 2 km long. The quartz lenses contain complex internal textures indicating multiple events of brecciation 
and injection. The contact of the Rangeley and Spaulding rocks with the MGC is marked by a ductile fault, the Powder Hill 
fault, that also exhibits a down-to-the-northwest and left-lateral, strike-slip sense of motion but under higher temperatures and 
pressures; this fault was intruded by Permian granite following ductile fault movement (Burton and Armstrong, 2013). Folding, 
metamorphism, and intrusion of the Rangeley Formation rocks by Spaulding Tonalite occurred in the middle Paleozoic Acadian 
orogeny. Metamorphism and partial melting, ductile faulting, and antiformal uplift of the MGC culminated in the late Paleozoic 
Alleghanian orogeny to produce the Massabesic anticlinorium (Dorais and others, 2012). The brittle faulting and emplacement 
of quartz lenses in the Campbell Hill fault zone are likely younger (Mesozoic) in age; muscovite in one of the lenses has been 
dated as early Triassic (Dorais and others, 2012).

New Bedrock Geologic Mapping 
The new geologic map (fig. 2) shows major lithologic contacts, foliations, outcrop-scale minor faults, and the location 

of the Campbell Hill fault zone. Joints are omitted for clarity. Schist of the Rangeley Formation (Srs, fig. 2) is a gray to rusty, 
medium- to fine-grained, biotite-muscovite schist with well-developed foliation. The Spaulding Tonalite (Dst, fig. 2) is a light-
gray, medium- to coarse-grained biotite granitoid with lesser amounts of muscovite that is typically massive to weakly foliated. 
It commonly contains white to pink, coarse-grained pegmatitic segregations and locally darker, wispy, mica-rich schlieren that 
probably represent partially assimilated inclusions of Rangeley schist. Locally occurring in this belt are unmapped migmatitic 
zones containing alternating meter-scale layers of schist and granite. A larger, map-scale inclusion of Rangeley schist within 
Spaulding Tonalite is shown as a separate body of Srs (fig. 2).

The Milford granite (Pmg, fig. 2), southeast of the Campbell Hill fault zone, is a light-gray to pink, medium-fine- to 
medium-grained, massive to weakly foliated biotite granite with minor muscovite. Like the Spaulding Tonalite, it contains peg-
matitic segregations and inclusions of the country rock (PZmg, fig. 2) that it intruded. The Massabesic Gneiss Complex (PZmg) 
is a dark-gray, medium-fine- to fine-grained potassium feldspar-plagioclase-biotite-quartz gneiss that is so heavily intruded by 
the Milford granite that only one mappable body occurs in the study area (fig. 2).

The schist and gneiss of the Rangeley Formation and the Massabesic Gneiss Complex were subjected to high-grade (upper 
amphibolite) metamorphic conditions in the middle and late Paleozoic, respectively (Dorais and others, 2012). Metamorphic 
foliation in the Rangeley is expressed by aligned micas (biotite and muscovite), whereas in the Massabesic, foliation is typically 
expressed by alternating, centimeter-scale mafic (biotite- and (or) hornblende-rich) and felsic (quartz and plagioclase feldspar) 
layering. Foliation in both the Spaulding Tonalite and Milford granite is inconspicuous or absent; where present, it is expressed 
by aligned biotite and lesser muscovite. Both granites were intruded during regional tectonic events, and their foliation orienta-
tions are undoubtedly influenced by deformation to some degree. Foliation attitudes in the map area are mostly northeast-trend-
ing and northwest-dipping (fig. 2); this trend reflects their position on the northwestern limb of the Massabesic anticlinorium, 
whose northeast-trending axial trace passes to the southeast of the area shown in figure 2.
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The Campbell Hill Fault Zone 

In the study area, the Campbell Hill fault zone (CHFZ, fig. 2) is mapped as a narrow fault contact between Milford granite 
to the southeast and Spaulding Tonalite to the northwest. The fault zone is marked by map-scale bodies of vein quartz, which 
define the trace of the fault contact for about 1 km south of the Souhegan River. The bodies of vein quartz (q, fig. 2) are white 
to reddish weathering, have a massive, relatively unfractured appearance, and contain multiple sets of crosscutting, centimeter-
scale quartz veins that suggest multiple generations of dilation and vein injection accompanying normal faulting (fig. 3).

The fault zone is also marked by a subvertical fracture zone (fig. 4A) and adjacent minor, west-dipping fault surfaces with 
downdip slickenlines (fig. 4B) in an outcrop just south of the largest quartz bodies (q, fig. 2). Movement sense could not be 
determined for the minor faults, but their attitudes and the downdip plunges of the slickenlines are consistent with northwest-
side-down normal fault motion found on the Campbell Hill fault zone in the Pinardville quadrangle (Burton and Armstrong, 
2013). Two other slickensided fault surfaces were mapped within 3 km of the Campbell Hill fault zone: one in the Milford 
granite (figs. 2, 5A) and the other in the Spaulding Tonalite (fig. 2). The slickenlines on both faults plunge at moderate angles, 
indicating a strike-slip component to movement. North of the Souhegan River, the Campbell Hill fault zone is projected through 
an area of little exposure between a roadcut in Milford granite on North River Road (figs. 2, 5A) and a pavement outcrop of 
Spaulding Tonalite in an abandoned gravel pit, near an extensive exposure of Rangeley schist at Purgatory Falls (figs. 2, 5B). 

Measurements of Bedrock Fractures

Two hundred and fifty-five joints were measured, including multiple subparallel joints in joint sets such as those shown in 
figure 5B. For each joint set, one representative measurement was taken and the number of joints counted. Orientations of the 
joints are shown in figure 6 as both stereonets and rose diagrams: the top row shows orientations for all joints measured in the 
quadrangle, followed by joint data grouped by individual formation. The diagrams show a dominant steeply dipping joint set 
that strikes north-northeast, and a lesser set—also steeply dipping—that trends east-northeast. The total range of azimuths for 
the dominant joint orientation in the three formations with abundant joint data is 7.9 to 16.6 (total 112 joints). About two-thirds 
of the joints in the principal north-northeast trend have dips of 60 degrees or greater. A prominent secondary peak in the Range-
ley Formation and the Spaulding Tonalite has azimuths of 84.2 and 87.3 degrees, respectively. The Milford granite has a greater 
diversity of secondary peaks, including three subequal peaks at 31.0, 79.6, and 112.7 degrees. Spacing in joint sets (not graphi-
cally shown) ranged from 5 cm to 3 m and was typically one to several decimeters. Joint apertures were not measured because 
of their likely enlargement by weathering, and a significant number of measurements were of joint faces in which the opposing 
block had been removed. Foliation exerted virtually no influence on joint orientation, and no foliation-parallel fractures were 
measured.

Direct-Current Resistivity Array

An azimuthal array direct-current resistivity survey was conducted to identify trends in bedrock anisotropy near the farm 
field west of North River Road and north of Route 101 and the Souhegan River (fig. 1). The array had half-current electrode 
spacings of 3 to 30 m and measured directional apparent resistivities at 30-degree angles. The direction of maximum apparent 
resistivity measured by the azimuthal array will be parallel to the fracture strike (Habberjam, 1972).

The maximum apparent resistivities were tabulated for each electrode spacing as an indicator of fracture strike. The 3-m 
half-current electrode spacing has a shallow depth to penetration and likely partially measures the resistivity of the unsaturated 
sections of the surficial unconsolidated sediments (fig. 7A). A maximum apparent resistivity of approximately 3,500 ohm-meters 
(ohm-m) was measured at 60 degrees. For the longest (30-m) half-current electrode spacing, which likely measures the shallow 
bedrock, a maximum apparent resistivity of approximately 2,200 ohm-m was measured at 330 degrees (fig. 7B). This indicates a 
northwesterly direction for the primary fracture orientation.

Discussion of Surface and Subsurface Fault and Fracture Trends and Their 
Hydrologic Significance

Several structural features were mapped that have important implications for groundwater flow and transport. These 
features include the location of the Campbell Hill fault zone and the pervasive nature of the dominant north-northeast-trending 
fracture sets.
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Location of Campbell Hill Fault Zone Relative to the Superfund Site

The location of the Campbell Hill fault zone is better constrained south of the Souhegan River, where it is marked by quartz 
bodies and faulted outcrops, than to the north, where it is mapped between two exposures about 1 km apart, as discussed above 
(fig. 2). In contrast to the 2-km-wide zone mapped in the Pinardville quadrangle (Burton and Armstrong, 2013), the Campbell 
Hill fault zone in the Milford quadrangle is shown as a single to locally splaying fault. The apparently narrower fault zone in the 
Milford quadrangle may be an artifact of the relative paucity of exposure compared to the Pinardville quadrangle, so that fewer 
fault-related features are exposed. It is unclear whether the two slickensided fault surfaces mapped about 1 to 3 km away from 
the mapped trace of the Campbell Hill fault zone, discussed above (fig. 2), are actually part of the fault zone, since they lack the 
hematite mineralization of the faults that mark the broad fault zone in the Pinardville quadrangle to the northeast.

Additional bedrock information was obtained from the wells logged as part of the site investigation (Weston, Inc., 2012). 
In a few boreholes, particularly BR-7 north of the river (fig. 1), zones of country rock within granite gneiss are dark and fine 
grained, consistent with the biotite-rich Massabesic Gneiss Complex (fig. 8A); the orientation of the gneissic foliation in BR-7 is 
shown in figure 2. None of the boreholes intersected quartz bodies, major fracture zones, or hematite mineralization indicative of 
the fault zone elsewhere, although BR-7 has several east- to southeast-dipping minor faults with visible offset (fig. 8B) (Weston, 
Inc., 2012). Therefore, the borehole data are consistent with the site being within the Massabesic anticlinorium and southwest of 
the Campbell Hill fault zone (figs. 1 and 2). Northeast of the Pinardville quadrangle, Kerwin (2003) mapped the Campbell Hill 
fault zone as a single fault within a silicified zone less than 0.5 km wide, supporting the idea that this fault zone can be quite nar-
row in places along its length.

Well records from the residential development north of the Souhegan River were examined to identify geologic or hydro-
logic data that would provide insight into the distribution of rock types and the presence of major structural features, such as the 
Campbell Hill fault zone. Over 60 well records were reviewed from wells that were located near the fault zone. Most records 
contained minimal information on rock type or other information that could elucidate significant lithologic changes or struc-
tural features. However, yields of several wells near the projection of the fault were very low (<1 gallon per minute (gpm)) and 
required hydrofracturing techniques to boost yields to usable levels. One explanation for this might be that the wells intercepted 
one or more silicified zones along the fault zone similar to the body of vein quartz mapped south of the river and that the silici-
fied rock acted as a low-permeability barrier, which produced very low yields.

Comparison of Joint Orientations Obtained from Surface Exposures and Subsurface Boreholes 

The 1984 report by BCI Geonetics measured 114 joints at 7 locations and documented a peak in joint azimuth of about 
22 to 27 degrees, representing about 37 percent of the data, and a slightly lesser peak of about 108 to 116 degrees, in about 32 
percent of the data. In comparison, for this report 255 joints at 40 locations were measured, including three of the BCI loca-
tions, resulting in a peak azimuth at about 13 degrees that represents about 60 percent of the data and a lesser peak at about 88 
degrees representing about 30 percent of the data (fig. 6, top right). Excluding joints measured in the Milford granite (fig. 6), no 
notable peak exists for the data measured during this study that corresponds to the secondary east-southeast trend found by BCI. 
The four BCI localities that were not revisited in this study are all to the east, in Milford granite and (or) Massabesic Gneiss 
Complex, farther away from the Campbell Hill fault zone than the outcrops studied in this report. One explanation for the slight 
difference in the Milford granite data may be that the north-northeastern joint trend is more dominant in the other rock types 
that are more prevalent nearer the fault zone, whereas the southeastern trend becomes more apparent farther from the fault zone 
where the Milford granite is prevalent. Thus, the comparison suggests that spatial variability exists in the fracture trend data in 
the region. In the Pinardville quadrangle, peaks in fracture orientation appear to be more diverse and less northeast-dominant 
away from the Campbell Hill fault (Burton and Armstrong, 2013).

Twelve boreholes at the site were logged using OTV (optical televiewer) and ATV (acoustic televiewer) instruments. Geo-
physical contractors attempted to measure every planar feature in bedrock that might be hydraulically significant (Weston, Inc., 
2012). An examination of the fracture picks indicates that for the most part features were picked that were visible in both the 
OTV and ATV logs. Figure 9A shows lower-hemisphere equal-area stereonets of poles to fracture planes for selected boreholes 
in which the fractures are ranked by transmissive potential (Weston, Inc., 2012). Also shown are rose diagrams of dip direction, 
which is 90 degrees from strike, and statistical summaries. Figure 9B is a single summary diagram by Northeast Geophysical of 
all planar features (including foliation) in all holes that it logged. Data collected by both geophysical contractors indicate that the 
dominant trend for fractures in the boreholes is north-northeast to northeast (Weston, Inc., 2012), similar to what was recorded in 
surface exposures in this study. Gently dipping to subhorizontal exfoliation fractures are present in all boreholes except MW-30 
(fig. 9A). These fractures are not apparent in the outcrop data (fig. 6), which is likely due to sampling bias. The ages of the joints 
are generally considered Mesozoic or younger (for example, Manning and de Boer, 1989) and postdate Permian Alleghanian 
high-grade regional metamorphism.
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For the azimuthal array direct-current resistivity survey, the maximum apparent resistivities from the 30-m half-current 
electrode spacing are consistent with resistivities from the shallow bedrock that were measured at a similar electrode spacing 
(Lieblich and others, 1992) (fig. 1). Typically during directional resistivity surveys, the maximum apparent resistivity aligns with 
the primary fracture orientation, whereas the minimum resistivity is perpendicular to the primary fracture trend. A maximum 
resistivity from our data for the 30-m half spacing at 150 and 330 degrees (fig. 7) suggests a northwest-striking fracture set is 
present. High resistivities were also measured in the northern (0 and 180 degrees) and northeastern (30 and 210 degrees) direc-
tions as well, indicating fractures trending in those directions. A predominant northwestern fracture trend in our data and a sec-
ondary north to northeastern fracture trend differs from the results of Lieblich and others (1992) that show maximum resistivities 
aligning in a northeastern direction with a secondary northwestern fracture set. The difference in directional trends could be due 
to differences in bedrock depth, which is about 30 ft shallower near the site of the 1992 survey (fig. 1). In addition, the site of 
this study’s resistivity survey is closer to the Campbell Hill fault zone (fig. 1) and may be detecting fracture features associated 
with the fault.

Hydraulic Influence of North-Northeast Fracture Trend and Campbell Hill Fault Zone

An aquifer test was conducted by withdrawing groundwater from a well producing from bedrock at the source of the plume 
and observing drawdown in adjacent bedrock wells (Weston, Inc., 2012). Results indicate that significant hydraulic connectivity 
exists between the pumping well (BR-6, fig. 1) and two wells to the north-northeast: MW-2R and BR-3, north and south of the 
river, respectively, and to a lesser extent with another well north of the river, MW-30 (fig. 1). The cone of depression produced 
by the pumping test shows a distinct elongation in a north-northeastern direction (fig. 1), similar to mapped fracture trends. The 
logical conclusion is that the dominantly north-northeast-striking, steeply dipping regional fracture trend that is observed both 
at the surface and in the subsurface is hydraulically significant and has the potential to transport contamination in a north-north-
eastern direction under the Souhegan River.

Less well understood is the effect the Campbell Hill fault zone has on groundwater flow paths and potential migration of 
the contaminant plume. As mapped north of the river (figs. 1 and 2), the fault zone trends about 40 degrees northeast and there-
fore is at an angle to the measured pump-test drawdowns and surface fractures (figs. 1 and 6, respectively), which trend about 10 
to 20 degrees northeast, and most of the subsurface fractures (fig. 9); therefore a northward-migrating plume would likely inter-
sect the CHFZ at an acute angle. Features in the fault zone, such as the relatively unfractured bodies of vein quartz, which are 
found south of the Souhegan River but whose existence north of the river is unknown due to poor exposure, would likely act as 
a subsurface barrier to movement. However, the brittle fracture zones and normal faults associated elsewhere with the fault zone, 
which suggests dilation, would be more conducive to fluid flow, perhaps with a preferred direction parallel to the fault zone.

Summary and Conclusions
The Savage Municipal Well Superfund site is located on the northwestern limb of a northeast-trending anticlinorium that is 

cored by the Massabesic Gneiss Complex and, locally, the informally named Milford granite that intrudes the complex. The site 
is southeast of the Campbell Hill fault zone, which defines the contact between the anticlinorium and the Spaulding Tonalite and 
Rangeley Formation to the northwest. The rocks were all subjected to high-grade (upper amphibolite facies) metamorphism and 
deformation in the middle and late Paleozoic, and uplift of the anticlinorium in the late Paleozoic has produced a predominantly 
northeast-striking and northwest-dipping regional foliation. Movement along the Campbell Hill fault zone continued into the 
Triassic after uplift and cooling, accompanied by injection of vein quartz and the formation of distinctive, large, lens-shaped 
quartz bodies, as well as development of normal faults and fractures along the fault zone. Joints in the bedrock away from the 
Campbell Hill fault zone also formed in the Triassic or later.

For this study, orientation of 255 joints in bedrock were measured at 40 natural outcrops and man-made roadcuts, and the 
results indicate a strong north-northeastern trend in strike, with most joints dipping greater than 60 degrees. This differs some-
what from an earlier study that found the north-northeastern trend but a nearly subequal east-southeastern trend; the difference 
may be partly explained by a greater concentration of measurements near the northeast-trending Campbell Hill fault zone in the 
current study. The new surface fracture measurements agree well with trends for bedrock fractures measured in 12 boreholes at 
the site using ATV and OTV logs, which also show a strong north-northeastern trend, with moderate to steep dips. The north-
northeastern trend also parallels the elongation direction of the cone of depression formed during an aquifer test at the Superfund 
site that extends across the Souhegan River, suggesting that this fracture trend could potentially be a significant pathway for 
contaminants north of the river. A new direct-current resistivity survey north of the river suggests primarily northwest-trending 
fractures with a secondary north-to northeast-trending fracture set. This differs from a previous survey that found predominantly 
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northeast-trending fractures; the difference may be partially explained by deeper bedrock and closer proximity to the Campbell 
Hill fault at the site of the new survey.

The exact location and nature of the Campbell Hill fault zone near the Superfund site is not well understood due to poor 
surface exposure. According to the well logs from the site, the fault zone was likely not penetrated by drilling and lies to the 
north and northwest of the northernmost monitoring well drilled for the contamination study. The fault zone could alternatively 
act both as a barrier, if large quartz bodies occur in the subsurface north of the site, or as a conduit, due to the hydraulically open 
nature of fracture zones and normal faults that mark the fault zone.
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Glossary of Selected Terms (modified from Bates and Jackson, 1980)

Anticlinorium  A map-scale, upward-arching composite structure containing smaller anticlines (upward-arching folds).

Exfoliation  The process by which concentric shells or plates parallel to an exposed rock surface are spalled off.

Foliation  A planar fabric consisting of textural or structural features in igneous and metamorphic rock, particularly  
  from compositional layering and the planar arrangement of crystals.

Joint   A planar fracture, crack, or parting in a rock, without shear displacement. Often occurs with parallel joints  
  to form part of a joint set.

Orogeny  The process by which mountains are formed.

Pegmatite  An exceptionally coarse-grained igneous rock, with interlocking crystals, usually found as irregular dikes,   
  lenses, or veins. Most grains are 1 centimeter or more in diameter. Generally light colored and granitic in   
  composition.

Schlieren  Tabular or lensoid concentrations of minerals within an intrusive igneous intrusion rock. Typically inclusions  
  of country rock that are modified to a similar composition as the intrusive rock, but darker in color.

Slickenside  A lineated fault surface containing grooves or aligned mineral growths that indicate the direction of slip  
  on the fault.

http://host.uniroma3.it/progetti/fralab/Downloads/Programs/
http://host.uniroma3.it/progetti/fralab/Downloads/Programs/
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Figure 1.   Map of the contamination area showing locations of bedrock monitoring wells (BR- and MW- numbers, some omitted
for clarity), cone of depression from 2010 pump test in bedrock wells (dashed blue lines, drawdown of water table in feet), 
tetrachloroethylene (PCE) concentrations in bedrock in 2012 (purple lines, concentrations in micrograms per liter; modified from 
Weston, Inc., 2012), residential lots with bedrock wells (red polygons), approximate sites of resistivity surveys, and trace of Campbell 
Hill fault zone (CHFZ).  Wells BR-4 and BR-8 had no detectable PCE (ND).  Inset shows approximate 1994 extent of PCE plume in 
unconsolidated sediment west of Milford town center (darker shade of green = greater concentration).   S = Savage Municipal Well.  
Plume extent in bedrock is much less well known.

Figure 1. Map of the contamination area showing locations of bedrock monitoring wells (BR and MW numbers, some 
omitted for clarity), cone of depression from 2010 pump test in bedrock wells (dashed blue lines, drawdown of water table 
in feet), tetrachloroethylene (PCE) concentrations in bedrock in 2012 (purple lines, concentrations in micrograms per liter; 
modified from Weston, Inc., 2012), residential lots with bedrock wells (red polygons), approximate sites of resistivity surveys, 
and trace of Campbell Hill fault zone (CHFZ).  Wells BR-4 and BR-8 had no detectable PCE (ND).  Inset shows approximate 
1994 extent of PCE plume in unconsolidated sediment west of Milford town center (darker shade of green = greater 
concentration).   S = Savage Municipal Well.  Plume extent in bedrock is much less well known.
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Figure 3.   Body of vein quartz, q in figure 2, along the Campbell Hill fault zone south of the Souhegan River. 
Rock hammer shown for scale.
Figure 3. Body of vein quartz, q in figure 2, along the Campbell Hill fault zone south of the Souhegan River. 
Rock hammer shown for scale.
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Figure 4.  Brittle structures in an outcrop of Spaulding Tonalite along the Campbell Hill 
fault about 0.5 kilometer south of the body of vein quartz shown in figure 3. (A) Subvertical 
fracture zone and (B) west-dipping, slickensided minor faults; map symbols along CHFZ in 
figure 2. Arrows denote direction of slickenlines. Rock hammer shown for scale.

Figure 4. Brittle structures in an outcrop of Spaulding Tonalite along the Campbell Hill 
fault about 0.5 kilometer south of the body of vein quartz shown in figure 3. (A) Subvertical 
fracture zone and (B) west-dipping, slickensided minor faults; map symbols along Campbell 
Hill Fault Zone in figure 2. Arrows denote direction of slickenlines. Rock hammer shown  
for scale.
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Figure 5.  Brittle features north of the Souhegan River. (A) Slickensided fault surface in 
Milford granite; map symbol along North River Road, figure 2. Arrow denotes direction 
of slickenlines; hammer is parallel to gently dipping exfoliation joints. (B) North-northeast-
trending, southeast-dipping joint set in Rangeley Formation schist at Purgatory Falls.

Figure 5. Brittle features north of the Souhegan River. (A) Slickensided fault surface in 
Milford granite; map symbol along North River Road, figure 2. Arrow denotes direction of 
slickenlines; hammer is parallel to gently dipping exfoliation joints. (B) North-northeast-
trending, southeast-dipping joint set in Rangeley Formation schist at Purgatory Falls.
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Figure 7. Polar plots showing results from azimuthal array direct-
current resistivity survey near North River Road. (A) Resistivity 
measured at 3-m spacing and (B) resistivity measured at 30-m 
spacing, in ohm-meters (ohm-m).
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Figure 8.   Features in optical televiewer logs of bedrock borehole BR-7. (A) Part of inclusion 
of Massabesic Gneiss Complex (PZmg) within Milford granite (Pmg), orientation of foliation 
shown in figure 2; and (B) minor fault (indicated by arrows) offsetting foliation in Milford 
granite (Pmg) (from Weston, Inc., 2012). Vertical scale in feet (depth in borehole), horizontal 
scale in degrees of azimuth.

Figure 8. Features in optical televiewer logs of bedrock borehole BR-7. (A) Part 
of inclusion of Massabesic Gneiss Complex (PZmg) within Milford granite (Pmg), 
orientation of foliation shown in figure 2; and (B) minor fault (indicated by arrows) 
offsetting foliation in Milford granite (Pmg) (from Weston, Inc., 2012). Vertical scale in 
feet (depth in borehole); horizontal scale in degrees of azimuth.
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features in bedrock boreholes (Weston, Inc., 2012). 
(A) Fractures in selected wells; geophysical logging 
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figure 1. Left column: stereonets of poles to fractures 
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geophysical logging by Northeast Geophysical. 
Locations are shown in figure 1.
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